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Abstract

Purpose – The paper explores how interpretations of vernacular traditional architecture played a significant
role in the development of urban conservation practice in Turkey in the 1960s and 1970s. At the turn of the 20th
century, the value of Ottoman historic residential architecture began to develop with the label of the Turkish
House. At the turn of the 20th century, historic residential architecture of the OttomanEmpire gained a heritage
value and labeled as the Turkish House. Thus, these houses became a part of a national heritage discourse,
though their preservation only came to agenda in the early 1970s through preservation programs for Istanbul’s
waterfront mansions (yali). Turkey simultaneously adapted international heritage developments throughout
the 1960s and the 1970s and introduced urban conservation both in practice and in theory to heritage
management system of Turkey.
Design/methodology/approach – The main research material is derived from the archives of the primary
preservation council ofTurkey that functioned from1951 to 1983. The earlierworks of themembers of the council,
journals of the period and urban projects are investigated to outline the complexities of urban conservation.
Findings – This paper explores how modernist efforts of the early 20th century framed traditional Ottoman
architecture with the label “Turkish House.” In addition, it reveals how preserving the Turkish House was a
majormotivation that triggered early urban conservation attempts primarily along Istanbul’s Bosporus shores.
Originality/value – The paper outlines dynamics of urban conservation. It outlines that urban conservation
did not only emerge as a response to postwar context, but it was also a historic continuation of modernist
understandings of “cultural heritage.”

Keywords Turkish house, Residential architecture, Urban conservation, Waterfront mansions (yalı),

Traditional houses, Timber structures

Paper type Research paper

Introduction
Since the 1980s, a critical perspective has developed and framed cultural heritage as the use of
past at the service of present. This perspective has revealed that cultural heritage operates
through a complex network of socioeconomic, cultural and political dynamics. Among many
others, some foundational research studies of this line of criticism are Emiliani (1974);
Lowenthal (1983); Nora, 1996–98; Choay (2001). One of themain outcomes of these key studies
is that they revealed the complex relationship between nation(s)/nationalism(s)/nation-
making/and so on and conservation of cultural heritage. Accordingly, such political
underpinnings of cultural heritage have addressed how the definition and management of
cultural heritage are linked to power relations. In fact, the history of this relationship is as old
as the history of cultural heritage itself; because the idea of “cultural heritage” as an asset to
be preserved is a phenomenon that emerged in the post–French Revolution global context
(Choay, 2001; Glendinning, 2013). Following this critical perspective, this paper focuses on the
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case of Turkey investigating firstly how historic residential architecture was conceptualized
with the label “Turkish House” in the early 20th century, and secondly, what role theTurkish
House played in the development of urban conservation in the early 1970s.

In Turkey, a heritage management system had already emerged in the 19th century
Ottoman world through movable objects, archaeology and museums (Dinler, 2019). In the
early 1930s, after the Turkish Republic succeeded the Ottoman Empire in 1923, the value of
Ottoman historic residential architecture began to develop with the label of the Turkish
House. The paper first explores this period of the Turkish “modernization” [1] and then it
traces the development and impact of the idea of the Turkish House. It shows howwaterfront
mansion (yalı) along the shores of Bosporus in Istanbul appealed as outstanding examples of
the Turkish House to architectural communities. Providing a background on the
development of urban conservation in Turkey aligned with international developments,
the paper shows how efforts to safeguard yalı buildings were one of the driving forces that
gave birth to the restructuring of urban conservation practice as well as legislation.

The Turkish House as a building
At its most basic, the Turkish House is a historic Ottoman residential timber structure with
pitched roof, projections and large eaves (Plates 1 and 2). However, finding a correct definition
of the Turkish House is a topic that has occupied scholars and professionals for decades
(K€uç€ukerman, 1973, 1985; Arel, 1982; Kuban, 1995). The evolvement of the academic studies
on the Turkish House itself also became a research interest for many researchers. These
studies focused on the link between the Turkish House and its meanings for the Turkish

Plate 1.
Muslim quarter in
Istanbul in 1913.
BARTH, Hermann.
Constantinople:
Ouvrage illustr�e de 103
gravures, Paris, H.
Laurens, 1913.
Courtesy of Aikaterini
Laskaridis Foundation
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experience of modernism (Bertram, 2008; Tuztaşı and Aşkun, 2013; Şumnu, 2012; Sezer,
2005). Indeed, the richness of this architectural legacy is studied also by its construction
material and technique from a preservationist point of view (Şahin G€uçhan, 2018).

The distinctive visual qualities of historic Ottoman houses were appealing to many
European travelers and intellectuals in the 19th century. For instance, the Italian traveler
Edmondo deAmicis drew these buildings during his visit to Istanbul (Plate 3). Moreover, with
the technological development of photography, these historic buildings and their relation to
social life began to be documented by numerous photographers during the final decades of
theOttomanEmpire (Plates 4 and 5). However, the first attempts to ascertain heritage value to
historic residential Ottoman architecture can be dated back to the beginning of the 20th
century (Sezer, 2005). In other words, academic examination of these edifices began only at
the turn of the 20th century.

Art historian Celal Esad (C.E. Arseven after the 1934 Surname Law) first wrote how
Byzantine and Ottoman domestic architecture differed from each other in 1909 (Arseven,
1909); and he continued to develop his ideas in following decades (Arseven, 1928; Arseven,
1939). Ernst Egli, a Swiss-Austrian architect invited to Turkey by the Ministry of Education,
in 1927 also studied traditional Ottoman houses (Akcan, 2009, pp. 228–234). Both Arseven’s
and Egli’s approaches to the Turkish House were influenced by a course taught in the Fine

Plate 2.
Post card showing an

old Turkish House, Salt
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Plate 3.
An old house in historic
Istanbul. DE AMICIS,
Edmondo.
Constantinople
ouvrage traduit de
l’Italien avec
l’autorisation de
l’Auteur par Mme J.
Colomb et illustr�e de
183 dessins pris sur
nature par C. Biseo,
Paris, Hachette, 1883.
Courtesy of Aikaterini
Laskaridis Foundation
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Arts Academy in Istanbul; Seminars on National Architecture (Milli Mimarlık Seminerleri),
which was initiated by the renowned Turkish architect Sedad Hakkı Eldem (1908–1988).
For the course, the students were expected to study and produce architectural survey
drawings (r€ol€ove) of tradition residential buildings all over Turkey [2].

S.H. Eldem’s ideas on traditional architecture are at the core of discussions on the Turkish
House. His family was one of the most reputed families of both the late Ottoman and the early
Republican era (Eldem, 2008). Eldem’s academic and professional life had a significant impact
on the architectural culture of Turkey that is essential to the study and understanding of
modernism and modern architecture in Turkey. As a practicing architect, he not only studied
historic houses, but in his architectural projects, he also did research on a national architectural
language where the Turkish House was interpreted through lens of modernist architecture
(Bozdo�gan et al., 1987; Eldem et al., 2008; Tanju and Tanyeli, 2009; Acciai, 2018). Eldem found
the basic features of modernist architecture in the Turkish House. For instance, he formulated
the wooden-frame modular construction system of traditional Anatolian houses as an open
plan, low large eaves as Frank Lloyd Wright’s horizontal designs, elevated ground floors as
LeCorbusier’s pilotis and natural context as an answer to architectural discussions inGermany
(Akcan, 2012). The Turkish House occupied Eldem for his entire career and in the 1980s, he
published his monumental work T€urk Evi (Turkish House) (Eldem, 1984).

The Turkish House as an ideal
What made historic Ottoman houses Turkish is a challenging question since a wide range of
variations were developed in the diverse Ottoman territories developed over the centuries.
Moreover, it is problematic to determine the nationality of a structure. Does the house have
the nationality of those who constructed it, lived in it or designed it? Or does its nationality
depend on the current nation in which it is located? Since any answer to these questions will
fail to address the temporal and geographical diversity of historic residential architecture, the
Turkish House can be considered to be a concept rather than a structure. As will be discussed

Plate 4.
A street in Istanbul in

1880. Photograph
Studio: Abdullah

fr�eres. In the Pierre de
Gigord Collection of
Photographs. Digital

images courtesy of the
Getty’s Open Content

Program. Getty
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(96.R.14(A25))
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further, the Turkish House cannot be located, surveyed or restored because in a certain way it
is an ideal and/or amyth. Thismyth and its connection to the aforementioned efforts to locate
Turkishness within the history of art and architecture gives rise to some important debates
regarding the experience of modernism in Turkey (Nalbanto�glu, 1993; Bozdo�gan, 2007;
Akcan, 2008).

In his autobiographical book, Pamuk (2006) ingeniously narrates the history of Istanbul,
which is intertwined with his own memories. He argues that witnessing the disappearance
and decaying of remnants of the Ottoman past has prompted melancholy for individuals of
modern Turkey. For him, the destruction of historic Ottoman houses (destruction of the
Turkish House) due to fires or new urbanization projects in the 1940s and 1950s is a good
example. He also argues that the waterfront mansions of Istanbul (yalı) are the most
significant examples of this Ottoman past (Pamuk, 2006).

The yalı began to be constructed in the late 17th century with the European architectural
influences. In the 18th century, the imperial community and the wealthier members of the
late-Ottoman society also started to construct their own yalıs on the shores of the Bosporus
(Kuban, 2000) (Plate 6). By the 19th century, the Bosporus shoreswere already populatedwith
yalı structures. As Pamuk observed (2006), the landscape drawings of Antoine IgnaceMelling
present a “nuanced and convincing” depiction of the shores of the Bosporus at the beginning
of the 19th century (Plate 7).

In the previously mentioned scholarly works on the Turkish House, yalı occupies a
particular role because they are the most grandiose examples of the Ottoman residential

Plate 5.
Buyukdere Port in
Istanbul in 1868.
Photographer:
Guillaume Berggren. In
the Pierre de Gigord
Collection of
Photographs. Digital
images courtesy of the
Getty’s Open Content
Program. Getty
Research Institute,
(96.R.14(A3))
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architecture. However, as will be discussed further, the yalı was at the core of the first urban
conservation practices of Turkey as well. The Bosporus Master Plan of 1972 was the first
conservation-orientedmaster plan in Turkey, whichwas produced to generate a preservation
scheme for yalı buildings. Indeed, saving the yalı was not the single driving force behind

Plate 6.
Panaromic view of
Kanlıca from the

shores of Bosporus
after 1883. In Vues du

Bosphore.
Photographer: S�ebah&
Joaillier. In the Pierre de

Gigord Collection of
Photographs. Digital

images courtesy of the
Getty’s Open Content

Program. Getty
Research Institute,

(96.R.14 (C7.4a))

Plate 7.
View of the western
B€uy€ukdere, on the

European shores of the
Bosporus in the early

19th century.
MELLING, Antoine
Ignace. (MDCCCXIX
[ 5 1819]) Voyage
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Constantinople et des
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developing a management scheme for urban conservation. On the contrary, as mentioned in
the introduction, the dynamics of urban conservation operate in a complex set of economic,
politic and sociocultural relationships. Therefore, before discussing how yalı buildings
triggered the preservation needs in the 1972 Bosporus Master Plan, other dynamics that
played a major role in this process need to be discussed.

Toward urban conservation
During the 1940s and 1950s, urban projects transformed Istanbul with the goal of generating
amodern city and especially in the second half of the 1950s, ambitious and politically charged
urban projects irreversibly damaged the historic character of Istanbul. In this period in which
old buildings were being lost, the main development regarding historic preservation was the
establishment of the High Council for Immovable Historic Works and Monuments (HC –
Gayrimenkul Eski Eserler ve Anıtlar Y€uksek Kurulu) in 1951. The HC was an autonomous
expert committee designed to manage the cultural heritage of Turkey with an authority
exceeding the power of central and local authorities. Under the HC, Turkey experienced a
significant rise in both theories and practices of conservation in the 1960s and the 1970s
(Madran, 1996; Şahin G€uçhan and Kurul, 2009; Çeçener, 2003). It is important, though, to
emphasize that this was a top-down management of cultural heritage.

All the members of the council were highly intellectual; most of them spoke more than one
foreign language and already held other important state positions. The council
simultaneously followed international conservation developments of the postwar; for
example, it asked the Ministry of Education to place a request for Turkey to become a
member of the International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration of
Cultural Property (ICCROM) (HC Archives, 1966). It also recommended related directories to
send their selected officers to participate in various UNESCO trainings programs (HC
Archives, 1965). The 1964 Venice Charter had a greater impact on the council compared to
other international development. As early as 1967, the council embraced all of the articles in
the Venice Charter with a principle decision (HC Archives, 1967). Another important
development was the establishment of the first conservation department of Turkey, with the
name “Maintenance and Repair of Historic Monuments” at the Middle East Technical
University (METU) in Ankara in 1966 in the context of the Cold War (Erdim, 2016). In this
period, the economic role of cultural heritage in fostering economic development began to be
developed and this potential was formulated in the development plans. Therefore, there was
an economic motivation behind the rising interest in historic buildings as well (Madran and
€Ozg€on€ul, 1982).

It is important to note that these developments were simultaneous to Europe. Within the
postwar context, the international conservation movement generated a heritage boom that
both triggered a need to define internationally valid standards for the preservation of
architectural and urban heritage and instigated an institutionalization process through the
establishment of UNESCO (Glendinning, 2013; Meskell, 2018). One of the most important
developments of this heritage movement was the 1972 Convention Concerning the Protection
of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, which provided a universal identification and
protection framework facilitated through operational guidelines. Moreover, as noted by
Orbaşlı (2000), the links between urban conservation and social and economic were also
uncovered in the second half of the 20th century that became linked to.

As the HC had upheld international standards, the real-life situations make it problematic
to implement. The rapid destruction of historic houses made the situation urgent; Istanbul
steadily lost significant examples of civil architecture. Especially in Istanbul, rapid
urbanization necessitated the need to preserve the urban heritage in an urban scale. The
causation of this rapid urbanization was related to the industrialization in the agricultural
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sector driven by US aid under the Marshall Plan. Machines replaced manpower, and
consequentially this change in the mode of agricultural production shaped the urban
character of the city through waves of migration (Kaynar, 2015).

Do�gan Kuban, one of the most influential experts of architecture Turkey who also served
as an HC member, argued in an article he wrote in 1965 (Kuban, 1965) that preservation of
singular edifices would be insufficient to preserve historic Istanbul. He argued that the urban
morphology and historic character of Istanbul should be considered as the main input in all
planning activities. In a way, Kuban was echoing the ideas of Gustavo Giovannoni and
Saverio Muratori. Toward the end of the 1960s, it became evident that the main need was a
change of perception to emphasize areas, not merely buildings, as the focus of urban
conservation policies. As mentioned earlier, international preservation developments were
also pointing this direction.

The first attempt to realize an urban conservation project with this given framework came
in the early 1970s. The Yalı as significant examples of the Turkish House were first to be
preserved with such an understanding.

Conservation of yali as an urban issue
In 1966, the “Istanbul Grand Master Planning Bureau” (PB – B€uy€uk _Istanbul Nazım Plan
B€urosu)was establishedwith the support of theWorld Bank to prepare a newmaster plan for
Istanbul. The new master plan, which was complete in 1971–1972, had a conservation focus
that was the result of the collaboration between PB and HC, the previously mentioned central
preservation council of Turkey.

Regarding urban conservation, the newmaster plan of Istanbul was the first product of this
process. In 1972, the PB finished preparing Istanbul’smaster plan. The primary concerns of the
newmaster planwere the construction of transportation infrastructures (the construction of the
BosporusBridge and its connection roads), the expansion of the city to the north and the level of
urbanization on the shores of the Bosporus (Altınyıldız, 1997, p. 112). The planwas prepared on
a 1/25,000 scale with more detailed 1/5,000 scale proposals for specific sites. The Istanbul
Coastal Strip, which covered the yalı, was one of these sites. Urbanization on the shores of the
Bosporus shores was a major concern for historic preservation.

The condition of the yalı buildings on these shores was also the theme of the exhibition
“Vulnerable Bosphorus (Korunması Gereken Bo�gaziçi)” that was organized in 1972 by the
Turkey Touring andAutomobile Organization (T€urkiye Turing ve Otomobil Kurumu), which
had functioned as a semipublic authority in historic preservation before the establishment of
HC (G€ulersoy, 1972). This exhibition was aligned with the ongoing discussion about the need
for preservation of the yalı (Akçura, 1972). Indeed, the HC played a significant role in this
process.

One of the most controversial aspects of the new master plan involved the building
categories; HC defined a system of categories and designated each yalı to a particular
category (HC Archives, Dec. No. 6442, 1972a). Three categories were defined; the first
category included buildings in which both the interior and the exterior should be preserved,
the second categorywas for buildings for which only the exterior should be preserved and the
third category was for buildings that could be demolished with HC consent (HC Archives,
Dec. No. 5505, 1970a). Themost noteworthy innovation of these categorieswas separating the
interior and exterior of buildings. For the second category, construction works that could be
done on the interior were to be determined by the master plan. However, this was a
problematic decision because the master plan generated a framework for new construction
works but not restoration works (Çeçener, 1972). Despite this drawback, following a second
decision, each yalı was appointed to one of these three categories (HC Archives, Dec. No.
6442, 1972a).
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Since these yalı structures were the outstanding examples of the Turkish House, theywere
the perfect study material for Sedad Hakkı Eldem, who regularly produced survey drawings
of yalıs (Eldem, 1993–1994). Eldem took initiative in the registration and the categorization
process as well. Architectural survey drawings for each building, which were compulsory for
registration, were not requested and categorization was based on photos and maps prepared
by the Istanbul Grand Master Planning Bureau. However, out of 365 yalıs, approximately
only 89 of them were registered in the first category. 67 buildings were in the third category,
and the rest were categorized in the second category (Plate 8).

Interventions on yalis according to the Bosporus master plan
One criticism against the building categories suggested that property owners and architects
had to follow their own intervention methods especially for the second category yalıs since no
intervention guideline was provided. As a result, reconstruction (rebuilding the deteriorated
sections of the building with new materials) became the common practice in the 1970s for
timber structures (Sezgin, 2002, p. 19). One of themajor projects that caused public debates on
the preservation of yalı buildings was the restoration of the Amcazade Yalısı, which is also
known as the K€opr€ul€u Yalısı, Meşruta Yalı, Kırmızı Yalı, and Direkli Yalı. This 17th century
residential timber house needed an extensive restoration intervention despite minor repairs
in the previous decades (Plate 9).

In the early 1970s, the Turing Club developed a conservation project for the divanhane
(reception hall) of theAmcazade Yalısıwith the stipulation that in the future, the yalıwould be
used as a museum, not as a house, arguing that the residential use could potentially threaten
the future condition of the yalı. However, during the construction, HC decided that the yalı
should be completely demolished and then reconstructed. The Turing Club disagreed with
the HC’s decision, and the restoration stopped before it was finished. In the late 1970s, another
nonprofit organization, the TAÇ Foundation, which was directed by the head of the HC,
undertook another conservation project (Yıldız, 2011). The HC in fact allowed the complete
renewal of the interior spaces for the second category yalıs and in doing so, it activated a
process that caused the loss of a traditional legacy of architectural construction. These
situations caused HC to be conceived as a council that encouraged the destruction rather than
the preservation of historic structures. Meanwhile, Eldem continued his efforts to protect old
timber structures; he proposed that the HC decisions should be obligatory for construction
works for any timber structure with a footprint larger than 100m2; however, his proposal was
rejected by other members (HC Archives, Dec. No. 5309, 1970b).

The Bosporusmaster plan was the first attempt for the preservation of the Turkish House
after the foundation of the Turkish Republic. It may seem conflicting that the Turkish House
was conceptualized in the early 20th century, but its preservation came to agenda only in the
1970s. However, the Turkish House was a historic reference in the design of new buildings
and its preservation was not the main concern. Moreover, the discussions on the preservation
of historic houses only accelerated in the postwar period as a part of urban conservation
discussions (Calabi, 2008; Cody and Siravo, 2019). Therefore, the period that the Turkish
House was formulated was a period too early even for the international experts to generate a
conservation project for the historic urban fabric. In fact, even if there was a project, it would
be a technical challenge to implement it. Even the previously mentioned international
standards failed to generate a systematic method for preservation of timber structures,
because these standards were defined mainly for stone structures, which was a common
construction technique in Europe. This Eurocentric standardization in historic preservation
was even addressed by UNESCO in the Nara Document on Authenticity, which was the
declaration of the Nara Conference onAuthenticity held inNara, Japan, in 1995 (Winter, 2014).
This declaration is the main text addressing how European definitions on “authenticity” are
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nonapplicable generally in Asia and particularly for timber structures. Thus, the restoration
of a Turkish House would require a skill that is relatively recent. Even in the 1970s when yalı
structures were being restored, these restoration projects were mainly limited to the
reconstruction of deteriorated sections of the building.

Plate 8.
Map showing the

distribution of the yalı
buildings according to

building categories
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Enacting urban conservation
Following the Bosporusmaster plan, the first Turkish law on cultural heritage (LawNo. 1710)
was promulgated restructuring the heritage scheme of Turkey. Until then, preservation law
had been based on the 1906 Decree on Old Assets (Asar-ı Atika Nizamnamesi), which mainly
concerned movable heritage (Dinler, 2018). With the new law, the guiding principles of
historic preservation were finally defined based on “sites.” A draft of the law was already
prepared in 1971. A temporary commission was formed within the parliament to finalize the
law. The main sections of the law were (1) general provisions, (2) immovable old artifacts and
historic and natural monuments, (3) movable old artifacts, (4) the old artifact trade, (5)
excavations, (6) treasure hunt excavations, (7) rewards and penalties, (8) various statutes, (9)
temporary statutes and (10) execution and executive statutes (HC Archives, Doc. No. 732–
8272, 1972b). HC was asked to present a report to highlight their remarks regarding the draft.
In this report, the HC emphasized that the new law should be very well prepared since
Turkey, as a country rich in cultural heritage, had lacked a law for decades and now, the new
law should fill the gap. Before stating their remarks for each article, the HC stated:

These remarks and recommendations are based on laws and statutes of developed countries such as
France, England, Netherlands, Denmark, or Norway, and also ina UNESCO document about
preservation of historic and architectural monuments, k€ulliye (complex), and sites.

The UNESCO document the HC referred was the Venice Charter. The reference to Europe and
the willingness to uphold European standards is noteworthy. However, the main innovation
of the law involved changing the perception of scale. The object of preservation included a
land covering a group of buildings as well as sites.

The first article of the Old Artifacts Law defined “old artifact” as:

All structures, movable or immovable assets, and all documents with financial value from historic or
prehistoric era relating to science, culture, religion or fine arts, located underground, above ground,
or underwater are called old artifacts.

The rest of the articlewas an item-by-item list ofmovable and immovable old artifact types. In
fact, the definition and the long list of building types generated a broad spectrumunderwhich
any object could be a historic artifact. It lacked no clear timeframe since “prehistoric and
historic ages” included all periods. It also lacked a clear scope since science, culture, religion
and fine arts did not create a boundary. Legal experts argued that themainmotivation behind

Plate 9.
Amcazade H€useyin
Paşa Yalısı (Meşruta
Yalı). Salt research, Ali
Saim €Ulgen Archive,
ID: TASUH3471
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the law could be framed as “public interest,” in terms of preserving old artifacts for future
generations (Umar, 1981). In addition to two separate paragraphs listing movable and
immovable heritage, new concepts were also introduced. Following the definitions of
monument (anıt) and complex (k€ulliye), sit (the French word “site,” which means a landscape
with a view, was directly adopted into Turkish), which would correspond to conservation
areas, was defined. The term sit was the biggest breakthrough in terms of both its
conceptualization and the implementations that followed. Three different sit categories were
defined; historic sit, archaeological sit and natural sit.

As discussed earlier, conceiving of historic preservation as a planning problem rather
than an architectural problemwas simultaneously emerging in Europe aswell. TheEuropean
Architectural Heritage Year (EAHY) 1975, whichwas celebratedwith themotto “AFuture for
Our Past,”was effective in generating a new force among the European networks within the
Council of Europe and Europa Nostra. Turkey was invited as a founding member of the
Council of Europe in 1949 in the aftermath of the SecondWorldWar. Europa Nostra Turkey,
on the other hand, was only established in 2010.

The primary ideas involved in EAHY first took shape in 1969, and in 1971, it was formally
proposed by a subcommittee on monuments and sites established by the Council of Europe. A
new document (the Amsterdam Declaration) was prepared to answer the challenges of
preservation inEurope. To produce this document, 50 implemented pilot projectswould explore
“new ideas on the rehabilitation of the cultural heritage as part of regional and urban planning”
(Glendinning, 2013, p. 405). The lessons of these pilot projectswould be presented and evaluated
at the Amsterdam Congress to form the principles of both the Amsterdam Declaration and the
European Charter of the Architectural Heritage, with the latter produced specifically for the
cultural heritage of Europe. The Amsterdam Declaration (CoE, 1975) extended the scope of
conservation from buildings to sites and promoted “integrated conservation,” an approach that
underlines the need for considering social and physical characters of sites as integrated entities
in generating urban policies. €Ozg€on€ul (2015) groups the impact of the Amsterdam Declaration
on Turkey under five headings: legislation (the formation of the new 1983 law on historic
preservation), organizational restructuring (the replacement of HCwith other local preservation
boards in the 1980s), new financial sources (tax exemptions for historic property owners),
“integrated” urban planning approach and increased awareness in public (new NGOs
established in the late 1970s). In fact, with the 1973 law on historic preservation, Turkey was
already two years ahead of the Amsterdam Declaration in terms of defining the scale of urban
conservation as site rather than buildings (Şahin G€uçhan and Kurul, 2009).

Following the law, HC began an immense and enthusiastic program of sit designations.
From 1973 until its dissolution in 1982, HC designated 417 sits and registered 6,815
monumental and 3,442 residential structures as “old artifacts” (Ahunbay, 1996, s. 136).
Following the designation of a historic area as a sit, all the previous plans would be overruled,
and local municipalities would have to prepare “conservationmaster plans”within two years.
In the preparation process, HC-defined temporary conditions would apply.

The role of the Turkish House had gradually waned in sit designations during this period.
However, one can easily notice the impact of the Turkish House on urban conservation by
simply looking at the heritage actors of the period. For instance, Celal EsadArseven, whowas
one of the pioneering scholars of the Turkish House, was the first director of the HC. Sedad
Hakkı Eldem also served for the HC. Do�gan Kuban, who also undertook and published
research on the Turkish House, also served at the HC. For this reason, the selection of yalı
(which are the most outstanding examples of the Turkish House) to generate an urban
conservation scheme involved not only an attempt to save a collection of buildings but also an
intention to revive and remind the Turkish House ideal.

Throughout the 1970s, especially in civil society and in the activities of nonprofits, the
Turkish House continued to be the main element of Istanbul’s urban fabric (T€ureli, 2014).
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A major controversial project to save the Turkish House came in 1985 when Turing Club
undertook a project to restore row houses along So�gukçeşme Street close to the Hagia Sophia
and the Topkapı Palace. The main criticism regarding this project was that it resulted in the
Disneyfication of historic environment (Çelik, 1994).

Until the new 1983 law, many municipalities struggled to implement site designations.
The State Court (Danıştay) was the highest authority to cancel the HC designations, and
several municipalities appealed to this court for the cancellation of their sit status. The new
1983 law, which was called “the Law on Preservation of Historic and Natural Assets,”
replaced the HC with local preservation councils over which a high council presided over
conflicts about preservation cases.

Conclusion
In the early 20th century, the intellectual architectural community of the young Turkish
Republic (founded in 1923) reformulated traditional timber-frame Ottoman residential
architecture (which documents a centuries-long architectural legacy developed in various
geographies) and called it the Turkish House. By doing so, they ascertained their values as
cultural heritage. Themost grandiose and appealing examples of the Turkish Housewere yalı
buildings on the shores of the Bosporus. In the following decades, the yalı occupied a
significant space in studies that aimed at understanding and defining the Turkish House.

Despite the early formulation of traditional Ottoman residential structures as heritage
assets, their preservation came to agenda only in the 1970s. There were several reasons for
this delay; firstly, the conservation of historic houses only became a conservation standard in
the postwar period following the international conservationmovement. Thismovement led to
the establishment of several international heritage organizations, which defined the
international standards of historic preservation. An outcome of this development involved
redefining the scope of “cultural heritage” and themethodology of preservation. Secondly, the
timber-frame construction techniques of historic Ottoman houses posed a technical challenge,
which limited their conservation to reconstruction.

As problems related to urbanization necessitated a preservation scheme on an urban
scale, the international standards that Turkish professionals wanted to uphold also imposed
a similar practice. This shift in perspective was about the scale of conservation; it became
evident that a building-basedmanagement systemwas not sufficient and urban conservation
policies were needed. As a result, Turkish heritage experts of the period defined a new
management scheme that was based on the conservation of sites rather than single buildings.
The Turkish House was still an important factor in these developments, because the first
urban conservation activities had focused on the yalı. Before the adaption of the new
preservation law in 1973 (whichwas the first preservation law following the foundation of the
Turkish Republic in 1923), the new scheme was applied to the yalı on the shores of the
Bosporus. Therefore, the first attempts to preserve the yalı constructed the foundations of the
nation-wide regulations that introduced urban conservation practices to Turkey.

The heritage significance of the Turkish House developed at the beginning of the 20th
century, and it was a driving force in the development of the preservation legislation in the
1970s. Indeed, the values of the Turkish House was transformed and redefined in each period
depending on the context; however, the heritage status it gained at the turn of the 20th
century was instrumental in shifting the scale of the conservation practice.

Notes

1. The paper acknowledges the equivocal uses of the term “modernization” as well as its social and
political connotations that transcend a clear-cut timeframe. In this article, it mainly addresses the
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early republican period of Turkey (1923–1950), yet, it is not possible to discuss this period without
referring to nation-making or societal transformations.

2. Unfortunately, a huge portion of these valuable documentswas lost in the fire of 1948 in the FineArts
Academy where S.H. Eldem used to teach.
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